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French Monasteries in New CMA Photography Exhibition

CLEVELAND— A new exhibition at the Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA) will feature 17 black-and-

white photographs of French Cistercian abbeys by Cleveland-born photographer David Heald.

Currently Chief Photographer at the Guggenheim Museum, New York, Heald photographed the

architectural monuments during seven visits to France from 1985 to 1995. Architecture of Silence:

David Heald Photographs will open Mar. 17 and remain on view through May 23, 2001. Admission

is free.

The exhibition coincides with the recent publication of a book of Heald's photographs,

Architecture ofSilence, Cistercian Abbeys ofFrance [Harvy N. Abrams, Inc., 2000). Heald will discuss his art

in a free lecture at the CMA at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Mar. 28, in the Lecture Hall. (No ticket needed.)

"Heald's photographs capture the essence, the emotional impact, of these incredible spaces,"

notes Tom Hinson, CMA's curator of photography and organizer of the exhibition. "In his detailed

images, the marriage of light, space, and texture is succinctly, beautifully expressed. His serene

photographs perfectly render the distinguishing quality of Cistercian architecture and monastic life:

silence."

Using a 4 -x 5-inch view camera, Heald relied on natural illumination for these images. Many of

the darkly lit spaces required long exposures, ranging from three to twenty minutes each. In Church from

the Northeast. Loc-D/e£/(1989), the building appears to grow naturally from the landscape, a characteristic

of Cistercian architecture. Clean lines and unadorned design are expressed in Capital in the Cloister,

Fontenay{^^^0), while Entrance to the South Aisle, ie Thoronet{^^^%) Is saturated with surface detail,

illumination, and a rich tonal range.

Established in the year 1098, the Cistercian order of monks sought to bring spiritual rigor back to

religious devotion — their response to a perceived loosening of the guiding principles for monastic life.

They strove for an introspective life that emphasized liturgy, sacred reading, and manual labor. The

order flourished in the 12th and 13th centuries and tended to be isolated in the countryside, often in

valleys— encouraging the residents to look upward, towards the heavens. Critical to their spirituality

was the Cistercian community's place in and interaction with the natural environment.
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A former staff photographer at CMA, Heald graduated from Case Western Reserve University in

1973. He has been at the Guggenheim Museum since 1981.

The 152-page booW Architecture ofSilence \nz\u6es 97 black-and-white images reproduced in trItone,

accompanied by text by Terryl N. Kinder, the world's leading scholar on the subject of Cistercian abbeys.

The book will be available in the Museum Stores for $60 (hardback).

For more information on CMA and its events, call 1-888-CMA-0033 or visit www.clevelandart.org .
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